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THE SOCIAL FOUND A TIO NS OF LAW 

Martha Albertson Fineman 

I. INTRODUCTION

The first few words of the Constitution of the United States capture the idea 
of the social contract-the legitimacy of government is based on the consent of 
the people. 1 The renewed interest in social contract Lheory since the l 970s2 

may have been generated by the public diversity of viewpoints and 
perspectives that began to emerge at the time and that challenged the very idea 
of "we the people." 

In the sprawling, secular, contemporary American context, appeals to social 
cohesion based on relifious principles or on shared geographic boundaries are
of limited usefulness. Voluntary participation in socielal institutions may 
generate identification with a group, but this too is limited.4 As 1 have noted 
earlier, "A national identity can be based on acceptance of a shared or common 
language, culture, or history, but in pluralistic and diverse societies citizens 

' Robert W. WoodrufT Professor, Emory University School of Law. I would hkc to thank Cornell Law 

School student, Luke Fenchel, and the Program Associate for the Feminism and Legal Theory Project, 
Anthony Petro, for their assistance on this Article. 

1 See U.S. CONST., pmbl. 
2 THE SOCIAL CONTRACT THEORISTS: CRITICAL EsSAYS ON HOBBES, LOCKL AND ROlJSS�AU ix 

(Christopher w. Morris ed., 1999); see, e.g., ILYAS AHMAD, THE SOCIAL CONTRACT AND nm ISLAMIC STATL 
(1979); JAMES M. BUCHANAN, FREEDOM IN CONSTITUTIO'IAL CONTRACr: PlRSP[CTIVES or A POUTIC'AL 
EcONOMIST (1977); RALF DAHRENOORF, CONFLICT AND CONTRACT: i"IDUSTRIAL RELATIONS A!liD THE 
POLITICAL COMMUNITY IN TIMES OF CRISIS (1975); EDGAR FAURE. L' AME DU COMBAT: POUR UN NOUVEAU 
CONTRACT SOCIAL (1973); IAN R. MACNEIL, THE NEW SOCIAL CONTRACT: AN INQUIRY IITTO MODERN 
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS (1980); CltARLES W. MILLS, THE RACIAL CONTRACT (1997); KAI NIELSE'I & 

ROGER A. SHINER, NEW EsSAYS ON CONTRACT THEORY (1977); FRANCES Fox PIVEN & RICHARD A. 
CLOWARD, THE BREAKING OF THE AMERICAN SOCIAL COMPACT (1997); RON REPLOGLE, RECOVERING THE 
SOCtAL CONTRACT (1989); ROBERT C. SOLOMON, A PASSION FOR JUSTICE: EMOTIONS AND THE ORIGINS OF 
THE SOCIAL CONTRACT ( 1995); BRIAN SKYRMS, EVOLUTIO'I OF THE SOCIAL CONTRACT ( 1996); DEMOCRACY, 
CONSENSUS AND SOCIAL CONTRACT (Pierre Birnbaum et al. eds., 1978). 

3 Martha Albertson Fineman, Contract and Care, 76 CHI.•KENT L. REV. 1403, 1413 (2001). See 

generally Stanley Fish, Mission Impossible: Se11ling the Just Bowuls Between Church and State, 97 COLUM. L. 
REV. 2255 ( 1997). 

4 
See generally ROBERT D. PUTNAM, BOWLING ALONE: THE Cou.APSE AND REVIVAL OF AMERICAN 

COMMUNITY (2000). 
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f nted along exactly these lines."5 As a result, quite often aoften are ragme • . 
·r . yth is fostered and perpetuated as a way to build umty whereum ymg m . . 

division might otherwise prevail.

The idea that societies produce foundational _myths as a way to instil]
. 1 'denu·ty and loyalty provides a way to begm to understand how somenauona 1 . . 6 

lines of social cohesion are forged and transrrutted �ver time. One way to
ceive of national community is through the establishment and transmissioncon 

. th . . 
of myths or fundamental principles addressmg_ e wa� society 1s ordered and
the desirable traits of its citizens. Set out m mythic terms and reiterated
through the generations, these can also be presented as coherent and binding
principles-more than just aspirational, they can be asserted as symbolizing
the existence of a social compact or contract embodying consensus and
community among those who would otherwise remain strangers.

The social contract is a legal or theoretical fiction-a metaphoric or 
symbolic idea connoting a sense of connectedness and unity in purpose and 
belief among members of a society. Such member are envisioned as being 
united by agreement, in the same way that contracts between individuals 
reflect binding relationships around agreed upon conditions.7 Contract is an 
appealing metaphor with which to consider social and political arrangements. 
It imagines autonomous adults-capable and equal individuals-engaged in a 
process employing wit, knowledge, and ski!J, rightly held to the terms they 
hash out in the process. 

l Fineman, supra note 3, al 1413. 
6 Su, e.g., MARTHA ALBERTSON FINEMAN, TuE AUTo:smtY MYTH: A TuEORY OF DEPENDEl,CY 10-17 

(2004). 
1 A. John Simmons explains John Locke's defim1ion of !he social conlmct: 

A complete political society, Locke suggeslS, is created in 1wo logically separable s1ages (which 
ma} or may no! be separated by an interesting temporal gap). The society itself i, created by a 
contract among all those who wish 10 be part of it. The society's government is fonned by 
society\ granting a separate !rust, which conveys 10 government !he political power which was 
previously invested in the society by ilS members. Political power is given first "into !he hands 
of lhe soc,e1y, and lherein 10 the governors whom !he oc,ety has �el over itself. with !his express 
or tacit !rust that ii shall be emplo}ed for the11 good and !he preservation of !heir propeny." 
While the crea11on of the "Legislative" (!he "soul" of the commonwealth) is "!he firs! and
fundamental ace of soc·e1y" th bod 1· · • • . _ . .. 

1 , e y po 1uc 1s created "by barely agreeing 10 umle m10 one 
political society. Consent 10 membership in !he body pohuc muq be unanimous ("by the consent of every individual"), for only a person's 0\\-11 con�em can remo,c that individual from the state of nature But this - 1 Loe . . · consent enta1 s, kc believes, consent 10 rule by !he maJority of !he members m all subsequent II c· 1 d' ma ers me u mg, of course, !he creauon of govemmenl). 

A. John Simmons Po/'/ f C · 
citations omined).· 

' ,ca o,isem, m TuE SOCIAL CO:S"ffiACT n1E.ORISTS, :,upra no1e 2. al 121. 127 (internal 
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In fact, in the modern context, the concept of contract is one of the primary 

devices for understanding individual and institutional relationships.8 Contract
is the term we apply to all sorts of relationships, be they implied or formally 

established. Contract is viewed as displacing older, less democratic ways of 

understanding relationships, such as status and hierarchy, which impose 

structured relationships that are usually beyond individual alteration.9 The 
underlying and essential elements in a contractual relationship are (I) that two 
or more autonomous individuals with capacity (2) voluntarily agree (consent) 

to be bound by (3) some mutually bargained for benefit or trade (exchange).
10 

This process of agreement and exchange provides the basis for establishing a 

contractual (reciprocal) legal relationship between individuals. 11 

The actual reduction of agreements and understandings to formal, written 
contracts is the way in which many private relationships are ordered in the 

realm of the market and related arenas.
12 

Formal contracts in business and
commercial transactions are typically the product of actual bargaining 
encounters that are reduced to writing and signed, often in the presence of 

witnesses. By contrast, average people in their roles as consumers or tenants 
routinely sign standard form contracts, which are sometimes referred to as 

"contracts of adhesion."
13 

These contracts have terms that are set out by only

one party and are imposed in a take-it-or-leave-it manner. These sorts of 
contracts may be regulated by the government or through legal doctrines that 

make certain terms unenforceable in an effort to protect the consumer from 

overreaching by others or gross unfairness.14 These exceptions aside, even

8 In the late nineteenth century. Henry Sumner Maine wrote that legal development represented the 

motion "from Sl31US to contract." HENRY SUMNER MAINE, ANCIENT I..Aw: ITS CONNECTIO)I WTTII THE EARLY 
HISTORY OF SOCIETY AND ITS RELATION TO MODERN IDEAS 165 (Henry Holt & Company 1906) ( 1864). 

9 Fineman. supra note 3, at 1405. 
to See. e.g., CLARENCE D. ASHLEY, THE LAW OF CONTRACTS§ 3 (1911). 
11 I find in the course of my teaching that law students are very nuached 10 the idea of contract. Many 

would use it 10 resolve all sorts of difficult social policy and economic resource issues. The idea of consent i\ 

particularly potent (she or he "asked for it''). See generally RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS§§ I, 3 

( 1979) (contract, agreement, and bargain defined). 
12 Relationships within the family are considered beyond contract-their legality and consequences 

governed by status or policy principles-but, 10 a large degree, they are the product of state imposed 

obligalions. 
13 See W. David Slawson, Standard Form Comracts and Democratic Comrol of Lawmaki11g Power, 84 

HARV. L. REV. 529, 530, 532 ( 1971 ). 
14 

Karl N. Llewellyn, O. Praiisnitz. Tire Standardization of Commercial Contracts in English and 

Contine111al Law, 52 HARV. L. REV. 700, 702----03 (1939) (book review); see also Steiner v. Mobil Oil Corp., 

569 P.2d 751, 758 (Cal. t 977) ("[A]dhesion contract analysis teaches us not 10 enforce contracts unlit we look 

behind the facade of the fonnalistic standardized agreement in order 10 determine whether any inequality of 

bargaining power between the parties renders contractual terms unconscionable .. • ,"). 
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. . d d 'orm contracts, the process is generally thought to bewith stan ar 1' • • d · · T • 1 tside of government superv1s10n an restnct10n. he ideas ofappropnate y ou d h . . .d al tonomy and freedom to contract man ate t at people be justlymd1v1 u au 15 
held to the bargains they have struck. 

The metaphor of contract in politic�]- theory oper�tes on several levels. It
be sed to talk about the impos1t1on of coercive rules (law). In thismay u . 'fi . " regard, the social contract is arti�ulated a� a 

1
JustJ 1cat1o

d
n tor co�sidering

individual citizens bound by establish�d
. 
soc1f6

ta no�s an conven�1ons and
for justifying state sanctioning of dev1aaons. Looking at lawmaking as an
occasion when we articulate specific terms of the social contract should mean
that this process places a heavy responsibility on the elected representatives of
averaoe citizens. They must ensure that their deliberations retain integrity with
regard to the spirit of the overall social contract, as it is understood by those
whom it binds.

As a rhetorical and ideological construct, the social contract functions like a
foundational myth, except that its terms are explicitly directive, rather than
merely inspirational. The idea that we, as individuals, are parties to the social
contract carries with it the threat that our breach of its terms may result in the
just application of sanctions. The social contract is the foundation for the
application of law. As such, it is one of the ways in which we might make
sense of the existing institutional arrangements in which rights and
responsibilities are generated and imposed by our society. In this way, the idea
of a social contract can be seen as an informal, intuitively understood ordering
mechanism whereby our own actions, and the actions of others, may be judged.The perceived mandates of the social contract set up reciprocal and integrallyrelated expectations and aspirations for individuals, institutions, and the state.

In utilizing the concept of contract as a tool to interrogate the justice ofexisting social arrangements, I hope to contest those principles that legalscholar James Boyle suggested several years ago as being the foundationalmyths of liberal state theory. Boyle stated that
[m]any flavors_ of liberal state theory take as definitionally true thatabuses of public power are more to be feared than abuses of privatepower, that rules constrain governments more than standards and-

15 S . ee. e.g., NLRB v. Burns lnl'I Sec. Serv .. Inc., 406 U.S. 272. 281-91 ( 1972) (emphasmng lhe 
tmponancc of freedom of contra t · r, d. 1h • . 1h 

bs . c 10 tn mg at 11 was improper to hold a succe�\Or employer 10 e su tanove tenns of a collecti . b 
. . 

16 s· 
ve argammg agreement !hat it had neither expressly nor 1mpfic1tly as�umed). 

tmmons, supra note 7, at 122. 
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perhaps most significantly of all-that autonomy is more legitimately 
the concern of the state than equality.17

Such assumptions should be challenged. 

II. CONTRACT AND EQUALITY: FORMAL, SOCIAL, SUBSTANTIVE

205 

Just as reference to contract in the ostensibly private market context carries 
with it the understanding that the agreement it embodies is fair because it was 
bargained for and agreed to by the parties involved, a reference to the social 
contract is an implicit claim about the justice of the set of expectations, 
obligations, rights, and entitlements afforded an individual with regard to 
societal arrangements. 18 Of course, in considering the social contract, we
encounter an arrangement that is not the product of individual bargaining or 
agreement. One is born into the social contract. Perhaps for this reason alone, 
some social contractarian scholars have argued that we must be more attentive 
to its fairness, with the state assuming a more active role in monitoring the 
terms of the imposed social contract, as compared to bargained for private 

contracts. 
19 

As a rhetorical and ideological construct, the terms of the social contract 
are up for contestation and struggle. Appeals to the social contract can serve as 
a justification for society's current method of structuring, legitimating, and 
explaining existing relationships. In this way, the concept of a social contract 
can bolster the status quo. It may be a stabilizing device and can even be 
wielded to justify unequal financial and other forms of power distributions 
produced by market institutions. In fact, it is the idea of a social contract that 
makes intelligible (and defensible) for some the fact that a modern, egalitarian
oriented, democratic state can accept, or even condone, some degree and some 
forms of inequality.

20 

The social contract varies across nations-even in those with common legal 
heritages or similar cultural attributes. Roland Benabou, writing about unequal 
societies and the social contract, begins his article with the statement: 

17 
James Boyle, Legal Realism a11d the Social Comract: Fuller's Public Jurisprudence of Form, Primte 

Jurispnidence of Substaflce, 78 CORNELL L. REV. 371, 394 (1993). 
18 See Simmons, supra note 7, at 131. 
19 

Id. at 128-29. 
2
° Fineman, SUfJra note 3, at 1415.
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[ ntrl·es] have low tax rates, others a steeply progressiveSome cou . 
I t m Many countries have made the financmg of educationfisca sys e . . . . f h S d h Ith insurance the respons1b1hty o t e state. ome, notablyan ea · · I t f ·1· I the United States, have left 1t in arge p�rt � . am1 _1es: ocal

nities and employers. The extent of 1mphc1t red1stnbutioncommu ' . f bl. d J through labor-market riolicies or the mix o pu 1c goo s a so shows
persistent differences. 

[Vol. 54 

rn his article, Professor Benabou attempts to analyze th� diffe_r�nces among
countries with similar technologies and equally democratic pohttcal systems.
Of particular interest to my objective of spreadi_ng responsibility for
dependency to societal institutions other than th� fam1ly are the differences
between the United States and European countnes. Benabou observes that
European voters "choose to sacrifice more employment and growth to social 
insurance than their American counterparts, even though both populations have

• & ,,22 
the same basic pre,erences.

Europeans simply believe that the social welfare of individual citizens is a
more public responsibility than do those in power in the United States. 23 We in
the United States tend to tum to the private sector when seeking solutions to
problems in society. 24 

In fact, one of the primary ordering mechanisms of the
American social contract is the creation of categories such as public and 
private, into which social institutions, people, and problems are distributed 

�1 Roland Benabou. Unequal Societies: lncotnl! Distribution and the Social Contract, 90 AM. Eco\. R.Ev. 
96, 96 (2000). 

11 
Id. at 97. He proposes a "simple theory of inequality and the social contract," which is based on two 

mechanisms: redistribution that would increase wel fare receive,, "less political support in an unequal society 
than tn a more homogenous one ... [and a] lower rate of redistribution. in turn, increases inequality of future 
income, due to wealth constrainL1 on investment in human or physical capital." Id. at 119. He concludes that 
these mechanisms have produced ·�wo stable steady-states, the archetypes for which could be the United 
States and We,tcm Europe: one with high inequality yet low red1stnbut1on, the other with the reverse 
configuration." Id. He concludes his article with the statement, "(T]he original question of why the social 
contract differ; across countries. and whether these choices are sustainable in the Jong run, remains an 
,mponant iopic for funher research.'' Id. It seems that this issue ,s the one bemg played out in current 
Europwi pohocs. See, e.g .• EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY )SSTITllTE. ROBERT SCHLMA1' CE\TRE FOR ADVA/\CED 
STlOIES, R�CASTI\G THE EUROPEM WELFARE STATE: OPTto,s. CO\STRAl'ITS, ACTORS (1998-1999 
European Forum), ar hnp://www.iue.it/RSCAS/Research/EuropeanForum/EF 1998-1999.shiml (last visited 
Oc1 4 '004)· 0.-. -. ' - . rc,ER Fl.ORA, WELFARE STATE ANALYSIS (Research Programme 1996-1999), at 
httpJ;www.nues.uni-mannhcim.de/res_prog_e/fb_abJ06.html (last visited Oct. 4, 2004). 
p . .  Su infra Pan IV and accompanying notes; see also, Jame,, A Morone & Janice M. Goggin, Health 

ohnes
_ 
,n 

.�
11rope: Welfare States in a Market Era, 20 J. HEALTH Pol. POL'Y & L. 557, 559 (1995) (de,cnbmg social welfare rom 1· " h th · ed ide . an ics, I e au ors wnte, "European welfare reg1me5 have long serv as an a�4 a pronuse that political reform, could yield social equity.''), Set Fineman, s11pra note 3, at 1416. 
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with significant policy implications. In particular, the categories of public and 
private structure the relationships between the state and the market on one 

hand (the public category) and the state and the family on the other (the private 

category). 

This distribution is a political exercise. The family and the market are 
inherently neutral social institutions, which can be considered either private or 
public.25 

The designation as private carries with it a presumption that public 

supervision and control are inappropriate. Within the social contract, a private 
societal arrangement evidences a historically agreed upon restraint on 

governmental regulatory zeal.26

By contrast, substantial debate remains about the scope of the restraint on 
government implicated in the designation of an institution as public. This 
debate is also reflected in the rather chameleon-like nature of market 
institutions, which are characterized as public vis-a-vis the family but private, 

and, thus, beyond strict regulation, vis-a-vis the state. 

One's position on the issue of governmental restraint in regard to public 
institutions can reflect an ideological predisposition on a number of important 
policy and legal debates. For example, economic libertarians and other "free 

market" proponents assert social contractarian terms that would leave most 
things, aside from military matters, to the "private sector"-to individuals 
acting in markets or within families or, if absolutely necessary, to small units 
of government. Individuals thus freed from governmental restraints can work 
out mutually beneficial, particularized agreements among themselves within 
social institutions considered private and, for that reason, distinguished and 

protected from the public sphere as exemplified by the state or government. 

In contrast, the terms of the social contract advocated by those with a more 

social welfare-oriented perspective define a more active role for public 
supervision and regulation. Someone with a politically liberal perspective 
might suggest that families and markets can also fail individuals and that 
existing disparities in wealth and power may be unjust, warranting some 
corrective measures by the government. Some perceived injustices must be 
considered to be of a public nature, a concession that some situations are 
beyond individual power to alter. Gross inequality and inattention to the 
"victims" of free market are perceived to be public concerns, justifying 

25 
See id. 

26 
Id. 
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1 21 Th. . . I •otervention and regu atory responses. 1s pos1tton, whilegovemmenta L fu 1 . . . 
• e 1·0 nature still concedes the ndamenta d1sttnctton betweenmore progress1v , .. 

public and private in regard to superv1s1on.

III. THE SOCIAL FOUNDATIONS FOR A MORE EGALITARIAN SOCIETY

A. American Concepts of Social Rights

T.H. Marshall argued that there are three separate categories of citizenship
rights-civil, political, and social-and that the�e_rig�ts de:elop in �istorically
successive stages. According to Marshall, civil nghts mclude the rights
necessary for individual freedom-liberty of the person, freedom of speech,
thought and faith, t�e ri§ht to ��n p�opert� and t�. conc!ude valid ��ntrac�s,
and the right to justice." 8 Political nghts include the nght to part1c1pate 10
the exercise of political power, as a member of a body invested with political
authority or as an elector of the members of such a body. "29 

The term "social rights" refers to the guarantee of ba ic social goods that 
are economic or material in nature and include essentials such as housing, 
health care, and a minimum income guarantee. These and other necessities 
complement and facilitate the expression of an individual's civil and political 
rights in a democracy. This responsibility for some minimal form of 
substantive equality marks a right of humanity no less important  and worthy of 
governmental protection than the already guaranteed formal civil and political 
rights and equalities. The initial governmental task, therefore, would be to 
ensure a more just allocation of the goods society and it institutions produce. 

Social rights can range from the right to "a modicum of economic welfare 
and security" to the right to share fully in "the social heritage and to live the
life of a civilized being according to the standards prevailing in the ociety."30 

Marshall coined the term "social citizenship" to describe the status conferred
by such an approach to state responsibility.3 

27 The ec�nomic redistribution in our welfare policy (however limited) and in the legal rules readjusting tradition� patriarchal power within families were products of a liberal pohucal view. For a brief discu;;ion of the h,stoncal development of a lack of faith and distrust in the market and the ri..e of "new" liberalism, see 
l,beralirm as a Political n,eory, Properry and Markt. in STANFORD Ei-;C"YCLOPEDtA Of PHILOSOPHY, at http1�plato.stanford.edu/entries/liberalism (last visited Feb. 11, 2005). 

T.H. MARSHALL, CITIZENSHIP AND SOCIAL CLASS 8 ( 1992) B
M 

30 
Id. 

31 Id. 
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Marshall posited that there was a progression from one stage of rights 
implementation to another. Arguments for each successive right grew out of 
conflicts arising from attempts to realize an earlier set of guarantees. For 
example, civil rights could be compromised for a group if that group's political 
rights were not forthcoming. Marshall believed that all forms of citizenship 
rights, as well as the specific ways in which they would be manifested, would 
evolve and develop as new situations and circumstances presented themselves. 

In the United States, we accept for the most part the universality of civil 
and political rights.32 However, the concept of social rights is not found in the 
political vocabulary of most Americans.33 Furthermore, our ideas about rights 
tend to be rather static-frozen in nineteenth century models and proceeding, if 
at all, in incremental measures typically at great cost to those who advocate for 
expansion.34 Basically, our constitutional scheme defines citizenship rights in 
negative and individualistic terms.35 Our legal system embodies a basically 
antidiscrimination model of justice that focuses on formal fiuarantees of
equality of opportunity and access on the part of the government. 6 

At this very basic level, equality is the guarantee by the government that 
the rules applied to its citizens will be uninfluenced by their station or status in 
life.37 Of course, historians might point out that, even under this limited 
concept, the equality-entitled citizen who populated the original American 

32 The United States Senate ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in June 
1992. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Dec. l9, 1966, 999 U.N.T.S. 171. Ratified treaties 
have the same status of federal common law. Exceptions to the universality of political rights include voting 
righL� for ex-felons-though this is now the object of civil rights reform movements. Civil rights have been 
denied to some persons as a result of status under the USA PATRIOT Act, Pub. L. No. 107-156. 115 Stat. 272 
(2001). 

33 Some have argued that activist movements leading up to the New Deal marked a period of time in 
which social rights were part of the public discourse. Perhaps it is time for a renewal of social right!, 
discourse. Theda Skocpol, Advocates Witholl/ Members: TT,e Recent Tra11sfom1atio11 of A111erica11 Civic Life, 

ill CIVIC ENGAGEMENT IN AMERICAN DEMOCRACY 461 ( Theda Skocpol & Morris Fiorina eds., 1999). 
34 See generally LISA DUGGAN, TuE TwlLIGHT OF EQUALITY?: NEOLIBERALISM, CULTURAL POLITICS, 

AND THE ATTACK ON DEMOCRACY (2004). 
35 As I wrote in Contract and Care, "[American capitalist democracy] is a system in which there are no

citizenship 'rights' or claims to social goods that can be enforced against government." Fineman, supra note 
3, at 1428. 

:16 See, e.g., MARTHA ALBERTSON FINEMAN, TuE NEUTERED MOTHER, THE SEXUAL FAMILY, AND OTHER 
TwENTtETH CE�RY TRAGEDIES ( 1995). A good example of the antidiscrimination model is Title VII rights. 
For a comparison of Title VII rights with the "reasonable accommodation" model, see Lisa Eichhorn, Hostile 

£11viro11me111 Actions, Title VII, and the ADA: The Umits of the Copy-and-Paste Function, 77 WASH. L. REV. 
575 (2002). 

17 
See, e.g., Eisenstadt v. Baird, 405 U.S. 438 (1972); Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965). 

Contra Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200 (1995). 
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. . 1 story was white, male, and propertied. There was no initialconsuruuona .· f 1· · aJ d · · . 
I. f quality in regard to the exercise o po 1t1c an c1v1I nghtsumversa ity o e 

under our Constitution.

To a large extent, the histor� of constitu�ional law has been in the
. tal expansion of those entitled to equality as more and more peoplemcremen . . . . 

38 . .  

were assimilated to the original ideal since its early h1stor�. . The Civil War 

added the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amen
_
d'.nents, ab

_
ohshmg slavery and 

adding black males to those entitled to poht1cal
_ 
equality. The Suffragette 

struggles led to the Nineteenth Amendme
_
nt, addmg women_ to the

_ 
r�nks of

voters. Currently, gay men and lesbians seek protection within this
antidiscrimination paradigm, arguing for access to institutions such as marriage
and protection in employment and public accommodations.

However, even as the entitled groups have grown, the concept of equality 
has remained fairly stagnant. Political equality remains manifested in a very 
direct manner-access and equivalent treatment. 39 The idea was and continues
to be "one person, one vote."40 Our conceptualization of the ideal of equality
also has been based on an equal treatment or antidiscrimination principles that 
reach beyond the political situation. This is certainly apparent in the juridical 
or civil sense of equality-equality before the law.41 Different treatment is
suspect, unless there is some legitimate basis for distinguishing among 
individuals or groups.42 Affirmative action is suspect, as are rules tailored to
be responsive to asserted differences among groups or individuals. 

8. Equality Title

The American march toward greater and greater equality has resulted
primarily in an increase in the number of persons considered to be entitled to 
equality in treatment or access to existing categories of social goods, not in an
expansion of our understanding of the substantive nature of equality. We gain

;s See Carolene Prods. Co. v. United States, 304 U.S. 144 (1938). · 9 As Justice O'Co ed · . . nnor comment m Pla,med Pare111haod of SowheU!,tem Pen11Hfra11ia �-. Casey, "1'enher lhe B'II f R' h 
· · . 

1 0 1& IS nor the specific pracuces of Stat� at the time of the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment ma ks th 1· · f .. 
r e outer 1nuis o the substantive �phere of libeny which the Founeenth Amendment prot:i.. 505 U.S. 833,848 (1992) (internal citations omitted). 

f I 
Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368, 381 ( 1963) ('The conception of political equality from the Declaration 0 ndependence 10 Lincoln's G t b Add • 

. e tys urg ress, 10 the Fifteenth, Seventeenth, and Nineteenth Amendments can �ean only one thing-one person, one vote."). 
Ste U.S. CONST. amend XIV 

42 
' • 

Dlvo 
_:,e

R
e MARTHA ALBERTSO'I Fl�EMAN, ILLUStO'I OF EQUALITY· THt RHETORIC AND REALITY OF R,a £FORM 3-13 (1991). 

. ' . 
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the right to be treated the same as the historic figure of our foundational
myths-the white, fre�3 propertied, educated, heterosexual (at least married),
and autonomous male. We have not gained, however, the right to have some 
of his property and privilege redistributed so as to achieve more material and. . 44 econorruc parity. 

ln other words, we have not graduated from the struggle to achieve political 
and civil equality to a well-established sense of the need for realization of 
Marshall's se�se of social_ rights:-:-a more �u?stantive afsproach to equality in
order to meanmgfully realize polittcal and c1v1I equality. 5 We have not altered
our understanding of the concept of equality beyond mandating sameness of 
treatment-formal or procedural senses of equality offering access to 
opportunity on a par with the mythic male of liberal theory. We have merely 
expanded the group to whom this version of equality is to be applied.46

Of course, as Marshall recognized, political equality and the idea of 
equality under Jaw are significant aspects of the protections and guarantees 
owed to the citizen by the state.47 But it is important for us to ask whether
these forms of equality-freedom from discrimination and a guarantee of 
sameness of treatment by the government-are sufficient to ensure an 
appropriate level of substantive equality in today's world. Retelling our 
foundational story for an audience confronting the problems and contexts of 
the twenty-first century might allow us to imagine a world in which we were 
promised more in terms of securing equality than just sameness of treatment in 
the political and juridical relationship between the government and the 
governed. 

One could argue that concepts such as equality require constant mediation 
between articulated values and current realities.48 In trying to understand the
current contexts that shape our expectations for equality, we must be attentive 
to evolutions in our concepts and understandings of what we consider "just" 
and "fair." Our views on justice should be evolving as societal knowledge, 
realizations, aspirations, and circumstances change.49 

43 See id. 
44 See id. 
45 See FINEMAN. supra note 6, at 23-24. 

46 Id. 

47 See id. at 276-77. 
48 See, e.g., Martha Albertson Fineman, Why Marriage?, 9 VA. J. Soc. POL'Y & L. 239 (2001).

49 
FINEMAN, supra note 6, at 24. 
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th. d it is important to flesh out the realization that the tennIn is regar , . 50 . . 
/. be defined in several different ways. Formal equahty ts theequa m· may . d . · t nee ·1n which universal laws are app!Je equaJiy to  everyone. Formalcircums a . 

equality does not, however, guarantee th�t everyone 1s treated eq�ally. In fact,
. ·sti'ng inequalities formal equality ensures that there will be unequalgiven ex1 .' . . 51 

results or implications. lt 1s procedural, not remedial, m nature. 

Of course, formal equality may prevent laws from drawing distinctions on
the basis of personal characteristics, such as the United States Supreme Court's
decision in Brown v. Board of Education, in which it ruled that segregated
education was an equal protection violation.52 Formal equality is a powerful
tool in confronting discrimination and in protecting the civil and political rights
10 which we are entitled. 

However, a formal equality approach actually defeats the quest for social 
citizenship rights-it ignores the fact that neutrality is seldom sufficient when 
there are gross underlying disparities in position. Nor does it address those 
many situations in which laws that are neutral on their face nonetheless result 
in an unequal impact. For instance, the prohibition against s leeping under 
bridges, while applicable to all, in reality only impacts the poor. It is those 
groups that have traditionaJJy suffered deprivation and discrimination that are 
too often only further disadvantaged by the application of the rules of formal
equality.53 

There is a competing way of thinking about equality that does open the 
door to social citizenship claims.54 The concept of " ubstantive equality" 
entails the "elimination of major disparities in people' material resources, 
well-being, opportunities, and political and social power. It also ideally seeks 
to minimize economic, social, and cultural oppression and exploitation."55 In 
order to achieve the goals of substantive equality, it is necessary to address 
systemic inequality by assessing laws and regulations in the context of 
historical discrimination and by keeping in mind the goal of reducing 
oppression.56 

: I •�pand upon this_concept in Fu-;EMAN, supra note 42, at 3-13. 
,, This concept, too, 1s expanded upon in Fl'-EMA.\, supra note 6 at 273-77 • • 347 U.S. 483 (1954). l1 See Fl!-.E.\IAN, supra nOle 6, at 272-73. � Id. at 274-75. ll See, e.g., Kathleen E M . . 

2:lO(J992)_ 
· ahoney, The Consw1111011al Law of Equality III Canada, 44 ME. L. REV. 229, 

l6 JOEL BAKM JUST WORDS· C • · ONSTJTUTtONALRIGIITSA.'1D SOCJAL WRo:-;os 46 (1997). 
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Joel Bakan attempts to describe the conditions to which a more
substantively equal society would aspire: 

[E]quality entails elimination of major disparities in people's material
resources, well-being, opportunities, and political and social power,
and an absence of economic, social, and cultural oppression and
exploitation. Perfect social equality may be impossible, but the
aspiration to rid society of oppressive and exploitative disparities,
based on unequal social relations-such as those of class, gender, and
race-is realistic and worth fighting for.57

Bakan may be correct that it is impossible to achieve a perfectly classless, 
genderless, and nonracist society-a true society of equals-and yet we will 
surely never even begin to significantly diminish the social constraints of 
inequality if we cannot envision such a society and move toward it.58 

JV. THE LESSONS FROM INTERN A TJONAL PRLNClPLES AND NORMS 

The practices and aspirations of other societies might provide inspiration 
for the beleaguered American progressive seeking to establish a more 
substantive sense of equality.59 The problems presented by dependency and 
poverty are not uniqtfe to American society. Other nations have gone through 
the process of allocating responsibility for dependency among their institutions 
and determining what role they will play in regard to supplying social goods 
and guaranteeing nonexploitative practices. 

Outside of the United States, human rights paradigms now provide fertile 
ground for thinking about equality and economic and social rights. The 
incorporation of human rights concepts into areas of law affecting gender, 
sexuality, and family can transform our analysis-much in the same way as the 
incorporation of economics into law has successfully redirected policymaking 
in several areas. 

New patterns of behavior, along with emerging articulations of entitlement 
and harm, are transforming notions of what constitutes human rights. The 
United Nations and other international institutions are no longer solely 
concerned with "first generation" human rights-the foundational rules 

57 
Id. at 9-10. 

58 See, e.g., FINEMAN, supra note 6, at 275. 
59 

Id. at 280. 
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. th I tionship between the individual and the state-but are also governing e re a . " d . ,, 
rm. c and social rights m secon generation pursuits offocu ed on econo . . 

, d more comprehensive ideals of equaltty and human d1gnity.60broader an • • · h " d h · 
d t·on principles such as positive ng ts to 100 , ousmg, or healthSecon genera 1 • • • 

h man rights beyond tradit10na1 conceptions of the appropriatecare, move u . 
field of application for human rights to. re�ect a deeper understanding of the
extent of governmental human rights obhgations. 

ln recent decades, second generation interna�ional hui:na� rights discourse
h begun to establish the principle that human rights are mttmately connected
b 
as

law and legal regulations to all aspects of family life and sexuality.61 These
i:Sues are at the boundary of the developing human rights discourse and
illustrate the ways in which human rights concepts can interact with
relationships and institutions at the core of social arrangements. Additionally,
this discourse has been the catalyst for lobbying and reform efforts with
respect to issues such as sexual autonomy, sexual orientation, and reproductive
health.

Female genital mutilation, domestic violence, and rape within marriage
have all come under human rights scrutiny with the application of first
generation rights, resulting in governmental action and reform. 62 Meanwhile

60 The concep1 of dividing human rights in10 "generations" was initially proposed by Karel Vasak al the 
ln1ema11onal Institute of Human Rights in Strasbourg. Fir.,1-gcneration righll,, or negative right�. protect the 

individual from the state. See, e.g., The Universal Declaration of Human Rights, G.A. Rei.. 217 A, U.N. 
GAOR, 3d Sess., at art. 3, 21, U.N. Doc. A/810 (1948); International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 
supra note 32. Second-generation rights, or positive righll,, represent foundational p rov1s1on, the State should 
fo;1er m its citizenry. See, e.g., G.A. Res. 217 A, supra, at arts. 22-27; International Covenant on Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights ("ICESCR"), Dec. 16, 1966, art. 6,993 U.N.T.S. 3. Vasak funher proposed ''third
gcneration" rights, which ase broadly construed as group rights, or rights of collective determination. Bums H. 
Weston, Encyclopedia Britannica: Human Rights, at hup://www.uiowa.edu/-uichr/rcsources/eb/index.shtml 
(last visited Feb. 11, 2005). 

61 See, e.g., Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 
("CEDAW"), Dec. 18, 1979, 1249 U.N.T.S. 14 (1979). 
• 

b2 
_ �n exampl� or how these practices, outlawed by CEDA W. come under the rubric of first-generation 

nghi,, 1s illustrated in Amnesty lntemational's fact sheet on sexual violence: 
Sexual violence against women is rooted in a global culture of discrimination. which denies 
women equal rights with men, and which legitimizes and sexualize,, the violent appropriation of 
women's bodies for individual gratification or for political ends. Social and cultural norms that 
deny women equal rights with men render women more vulnerable to sexual abu,c. In many 
cases, sellist policies and practices aggravate the violence women experience and mcrease 
women's vulnerability to further violence, as these policies often deny women effecti\'e recour;e 
and for�e _women to remain in violent situations. Sexual violence does not c,ust in i solauon. Rather, 11 1s compounded by d" · · • . . . . 

• • 1scmrunat1on on the basis of race, ethnicny, sexual ,dcnuty, social Slatus, religion, class, caste, and age, all of which may place women at an increased risk of 
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the widened application of second generation rights has Jed to scrutiny of the

institutional structures which create those violations in the first place.6
3 

Initiatives for reform in areas as diverse as health care, schooling, and child 

care provision are debated in human rights terms in countries such as South 

Africa and Canada as well as in the nations of Europe.64 
This is a far cry from 

the traditional use of international human rights norms to monitor the 

relationship between the individual and the state, reaching into social 

relationships formerly deemed "private."65 

In addition, international judicial tribunals have found various nations in

violation of international law for failing to respect rights in relation to 

"nontraditional" categories such as gender and sexuality.66 Nations have been

required to provide remedies to victims and to change domestic laws that 

conflict with international legal standards.67 
The human rights paradigm can

challenge even the most deeply held societal norms. For example, both 
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland changed the law criminalizing 
homosexual acts after findings from the European Court of Human Rights 

declared that those laws violated the European Convention on Human Rights.68 

violence. Such discrimination involves the denial of basic social and economic rights and restricts 
women's access to justice. 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL USA, WOMEN'S HUMAN RIGHTS, SEXUAL VIOLENCE: A FACT SftEET, at 

http://www.amnestyusa.org/women/violence/sexualviolence.html (last visited Feb. 11, 2005): su also 

CEDAW General Recommendation No. 19, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Violence 
Against Women, para. 1, U.N. Doc. N47/38 (1992) ("Gender-based violence is a form of discrimination that 
seriously inhibits women's ability to enjoy rights and freedoms on a basis of equality with men."). 

63 See, e.g., Gerhard Erasmus, Socio-Eco11omic Rights and Their lmplemefltatio11: The Impact of 

Domestic and /11tematio11a/ l11str ume11ts, 32 INT'LJ. LEGAL INFO. 243 (2004). 
64 See, e.g., FINEMAN, supra note 6, at 283-84. There, I write: 

The Constitution for the Republic of South Africa, for example, includes in its Bill of Rights the 
guarantee that "everyone has the right to have access to ... social security, including, if they are 
unable 10 support themselves and their dependents. appropriate assistance." The same constitution 
mandates that "the state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available 
resources, 10 achieve the progressive realization of [the right to have access to adequate housingJ." 

Id. at 283 (internal citations omitted). 
65 See J.L. BRIERLY, THE LAW OF NATIONS: AN INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERNATIO'IAL LAW or PEACE 

(1963). In 1982, Elliott Abrams, Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights and Humanitarian Affairs for 
President Ronald Reagan, denounced the ICESCR for blurring "public" with "private" rights. Rel'iew of State

Departme/1/ Co11fl/ry Reports 011 Human Rights Practices for /981, Heari11g Before the House S11bcomm. 011

Human Rightsa11d buemational Orga11izatio11s, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 13-17 (1982). 
66 See, e.g., In re Fauziya Kasinga. Int. Dec. 3278 (BIA 1996), available at 1996 WL379826. 
67 Id. 
68 The European Human Rights Court ruled in 1988 in Norris v. Ireland that the country's sodomy law 

violates the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. 142 Eur. Ct. H.R. 22 (1988);
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d h equality provisions of the charter are being used to challengeJn Cana a, t e . .1 1 69 

discrimination against same sex couples ll1 farru y aw. 

Such interventions represent an importa�t change in the international legal
d b e the human rights mandates discussed above relate to areas thator er ecaus . f . . th " . ,, 70 

have historically been considered pnma ac1e m e pnvate domain. In
dd. • to governmental responses and specific reforms, breaching the wallsa 1110n . f .1 d . . b . 

ated by notions of privacy surrounding arm y an mtJmacy y usmg humanere 
. 1 . d h . · hts terms has resulted in altering soc1eta att1tu es, sue as increasing theng . . I 

recognition of and intolerance towards domestJc v10 ence.

A. Human Rights and Social Goods

Norms have been developed in the international context that suggest a
definition of the roles and responsibilities of the state with regard to its citizens 
that is far more expansive than the one ensconced in American constitutional 
principles of equality. For example, international human rights documents 
describe the obligations the state bas to guarantee certain rights. They are far
reaching and diverse in subject matter and include, inter alia: the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights (which was the first international statement to 
use the term "human rights");71 the International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights (which includes as basic rights such things as 
sufficient wages to support a minimum standard of living, equal pay for equal 
work, equal opportunity for advancement, and paid or otherwise compensated 
maternity leave);72 the American Convention on Human Rights (which sets 
forth a commitment to adopt measures with a view to achieve economic, 
social, educational, scientific, and cultural standards);73 the African Charter on
Human and Peoples' Rights (which links civil and political rights to economic, 
social, and cultural rights);74 and the European Convention for the Protection

see also P.G. & J.H. v. United Kingdom, 9 Eur. Ct. H.R. 197 . 217-19 (2001 ), Dudgeon v. United Kingdom. 45 Eur. Ct. H.R. (1981). 
� See, e.g .. M. v. H., (1999] 2 S.C.R. 3 (Can.) (setting �ide the definition of "spous e" for suppon pu�es under Ontario'� Family Law Act). 
11 

Se, BRtERLY, supra note 65, at 85-110. 
72 

GA Re,,. 217A, supra note 60, at an. 71. 
Supra note 60. 

73 
A 

OAS TS �
enc

3
an

6 
Convention on Human Rights, opened for signature Nov. 22, 1969 . 1144 U.N.T.S. 123, · · 0- (entered into force July 18 1978) M 8 . 

I 
' . an1u Chaner onHumanandPeople• Rights.June 2 7, 1981,211.L.M 5 9
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of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (which recognizes the obligation
to respect human rights).75 

While it is true that these documents have not been ratified by every 
country (most notably, in the context of this Article, the United States) and 
their principles are not uniformly followed in those state that have adopted 
them, they do set out aspirational terms. They stand witness to what are 
generally considered desirable, normative standards that have been widely 
accepted in many societies. 

The United States has not even gone as far as to agree to the desirability of 
many of the provisions, and some of those documents that have been signed b-(6
the United States remain unratified (and unimplemented) by the Senate. 6 

American reluctance to accept international norms is based partly on the fact 
that some of the documents embody an alternative to the formal vision of equal 
opportunity entrenched in the jurisprudence of the United States. For example, 
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
recognizes "the right to work, which includes the right of everyone to the 
opportunity to gain his living by work which he freely chooses or accepts."77 
The Covenant goes on to instruct the government to ensure "fair wages and 
equal remuneration for work of equal value."78 In doing so, it adds the 
principle of "comparable worth" to the formal equality notion of equal pay for 
equal work which is the lesser standard in U.S. law.79 It also places on the 

75 Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S. 221, rewimed ill EUROPEAN CONVEITTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS: 
COLLECTED TEXTS 3 ( 1987); see also lnternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, mpra note 32; 
American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man, May 2, 1948. in Basic Document, Peitaining to 
Human Rights in the Inter-American System, OENser.L.V/11/71, doc. 6 rev. I. at 18 (1988) (which is unique 
among these documents for its oveitly sexist language and lack of remedial provisions). Numerous opl1onal 
protocols to the previously mentioned conventions provide more details as lo the manner in which these righLs 
will be guaranteed. 

76 Of course, even in countries where there is favorable reception for international human right, nonm.
the picture is not always a cheery one. Anne Bayefsky and Joan Fitzpatrick repo11 that while the political 

branches of Canada and the United Kingdom indicate a greater acceptance of international human rights 

standards, this ratification "does not necessarily translate into greater and more principled acceptance of 

international human rights nonns by domestic couits." Anne Bayefsky & Joan Fitzpatricl., l111emational 

Human Rights law in United States Courts: A Comp<1ratil'e Perspecti1•e, 14 M1C1t. J. IITT"L L. I, 3 (1992). 

One could counter that at least these countries have gonen over the first hurdle: acceptance of universal and

international opinion. 
77 Supra note 60, at art. 6, 993 U.N.T.S. at 6. 
78 Id. 

79 Id. 
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bli t. n to ensure for its citizens "a decent living for themselves andstate an o ga 10 
·1· ,,so 

their fanu 1es. 

Further, rather than confirming the role of the state as . a supporter of the
market and its institutions, these docume�ts overwhelnun�ly suggest that

nts are responsible for countenng and correctmg the naturalgovemme . . . 
imbalances and inequalities that result from the acuons of market 10st1tutions_s1

They focus on rights that would further �e developm�n_t of progr_essive social
equality and emphasize remedial actions for trad1t1onally disadvantaged

. I 
s2 

soc1eta groups. 

While the documents all place a heavy emphasis on equality and the
discouragement of discrimination, they generally promote a vision of equality
that goes beyond formally treating every member of a society in the same way.
They recognize that some members of society may justifiably need different 
treatment and different societal resources to gain an equal opportunity within 
society. 

Many of these international documents include provisions specifying that 
members of traditionally disadvantaged groups-women, racial and ethnic 
minorities, people with disabilities, the elderly, and children of unmarried 
parents-should not suffer discrimination. This commitment to 
antidiscrimination measures is shared by the United States. However, other 
legal systems seem much more comfortable implementing affirmative action 
type programs as a necessary means to achieving such an inclusive vision.83 

Going well beyond the United State ' notion of affirmative action, 
in�ernatio�al huma� �ghts documents also recognize the issue of de�endency,
with specific prov1s1ons for the needs of those who are elderly, iII,85 or 

80 Id. 
81 S 
82 

ee, e.g .. ICESCR. supra note 60, at art. I, 993 U.N.T.S. at 5. 
83 

Ste, e.g .. id. at art. 3. 993 U.N.T.S. at 5 . 
. Se,. ':8·• Lundy R. Langston, Af]innath-e Action, A Look at South Afnca and the Unued Stoles: A Quemo,r of P,gme,uauon or Le,e/i11g the Playing Field?, 13 AM. U. INT'L L. Rev. 333 ( 1997): Christopher D. 

Totten C · · I p ' 011smuuo11a recommitmems to Gender Afjim,atn·e Actum III the £uropew1 Union, Gem1a11y. 
Cw":,fa and the Unired States: A Comparati,e Approach, 21 BERKEU.Y J 1,.-n. L. 27 (2003). Su. e.g .. Additional Protocol to the Amencan Convention on Human Rights ,n the Area of Social and 
�-�:�ral Rights: '·Pr�tocol of San Salvador," No,. 17. 1988, an. 17. OAS T.S No. 69. 28 J.L.M. 156
( 

85 
ryone has the nght to special protection in old age.") (emphasi, added). 

d 
Set. e.g .• G.A. Res. 217A. rnpra note 60, at 76 ("E veryone has the nght to a ,tandard of living a equate for the health and w II be' f h' . 

I . e • mg o 1mself and of his family including medical care and necessary soc1a services and h 'gh • . · • " • ' t en t to secunty In the event of .. sicknei.� (or] di..ab1hty,"). 
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handicapped86-members of "the highest risk groups . [or] tho e whose
poverty makes them the most vulnerable."87 In this context, some provisions
acknowledge the special burdens that are placed on the family-the societal 
institution traditionally responsible for dependency-and specifically mandate 
that the state play an active role in supporting the family. The International 
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights states, "[t]he widest 
possible protection and assistance should be accorded to the family . . . 
[particular7] while it is responsible for the care and education of dependent 
children. "8 

States use these norms in crafting their own laws. The Constitution for the 
Republic of South Africa, for example, includes in its Bill of Rights the 
guarantee that "[e]veryone has the right to have access to ... social security, 
including, if they are unable to support themselves and their dependants, 
appropriate social assistance."89 The same constitution mandates that "[t]he 
state must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available 
resources, to achieve the progressive realization of [the right to have access to 
adequate housing]."90 These types of affirmative guarantees form the 
substance of a growing consensus about governmental responsibility to 
citizens-a consensus that includes principles established in a discourse about 
equality that is shockingly muted in the United States. 

It is true that these guarantees are more aspirational than operational in 
societies that lack sufficient resources to fully implement them, such as South 
Africa. But it would be cynical and unwarranted to dismiss their articulation 
as merely empty rhetoric. The struggle to articulate guarantees is part of the 
creation of an extra-national sense of what is "right" and "just." It is part of 
the process that constitutes a community of nations that band together over 
shared and evolving concepts and principles that they believe have universal 
applicability and inherent value. 

In addition, these nations have processes that allow them to learn from one 
another-ways to move toward the "best practice" in regard to recognition of 

86 See, e.g., Additional Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights in the Area of Social and 

Cultural Rights: "Protocol of San Salvador," supra note 84, at art. 18 ("Everyone affected by a diminution of 

his physical or mental capacities is emi1led ro receive special a11emio11 designed to help him achieve the 
greatest possible development of his personality.") (emphasis added). 

87 See, e.g., id. at art. 10 (discussing the right to health). 
88 ICESCR, supra note 60, at art. 10,993 U.N.T.S. at 7. 
89 S. AFR. CONST. ch. II,§ 27. 
90 

Id.§ 26. 
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rights and obligations. Cou:t5 all over th: w
h 

orl
d
� are using 

d
the conce�ts �d 

nonns articulated in international human ng t 1scourse an communicating
•th e another regarding those rights. Documents such as the Convention onw1 on 91 Ee . S . 

the Rights of the Child and the Covenant on onorruc, octal and Cultural
Rights provide the bases for discussion and demands-a debate that is greatly
underrepresented in the United States. 

interestingly, as the international norms are filtered through local laws and
made viable within jurisdictions, countries that adhere to international human
rights standards increasingly rely on court cases from other nations.92 This
process of globalization of decisional standards, in which the experiences of
one nation can inform and_ inspire another n�tion'.s policy on human ritts,
occurs frequently in countnes such as Austraha, Zimbabwe, and Canada. 3 It 
is not common, however, in the United States, where we remain isolationist in 
our jurisprudence. 

Just a few years ago, and prior to Lawrence v. Texas,
94 Justice Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg noted the lack of integration of international norms in America, 
stating, "[t]he same readiness to look beyond one's own shores has not marked
the decisions of the [United States Supreme Court]."95 At that time Ginsburg 
found mention of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in only five
Supreme Court cases.96 Further, of these few acknowledgements of our sister
countries' courts, only two were found in the Court's majority opinions.97 

Ginsberg also called attention to the fact that the most recent of  the citations 
appeared twenty-eight years earlier in a dissenting opinion written by Justice
Thurgood Marshalt.98 

Matters have definitely improved since then. The Supreme Court has 
increasingly referred to foreign decisions. In 1998, Justice Breyer cited 
d�cisio�s f�om J�maica, lndia, Zimbabwe, and the European Court of Human
Rights m d1scussmg how lengthy delay in administering the death penalty can

91 C . the R. 
l990). 

omenoon 011 oghts of the Child. Nov 20, 1989, 1577 U.N T.S. 3 (entered 1n10 force Sept. 2.

(I�). 
Su Anne-Marie Slaughter, A Typology of Transjudicio/ Commu11ica11011, 29 U. RICH L REV. 99, 99 

93 Su,d 
!'I 539 U.S. 558 (2003) 95 Ruth Bader Ginsburg & Deborah J M . 

Dialollu ?IC 
ones emu, A.ffimoatil't Actww A11 lm,matio11a/ Hum,m Rights 

9l 
'· • AROOZO L. REv. 253,282 (1999). Id 

'17 Id 
9� Id 
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render the punishment inhumane.99 Similarly, in a 2002 case, Justice Stevens 

contended that the world community condemned the imposition of the death 

penalty for crimes committed by mentally retarded persons, citing for authority 

the brief from the European Union.100 

In Lawrence v. Texas, the Court referenced the Wolfenden Report on 
Homosexual Offenses and Prostitution which led the British Parliament to 

repeal laws punishing homosexual conduct in 1967 .
101 Further, the Court

noted that five years before Bowers v. Hardwick, 102 
in Dudgeon v. United

Kingdom, 
103

the European Court of Human Rights determined that laws 

proscribing homosexual conduct were invalid under the European Convention 

on Human Rights.
104

The Court went on to comment that this prohibition was 

at odds with the premise in Bowers that homosexual conduct was condemned 

in Western civilization.105 

In a dissenting opinion, Justice Scalia ridiculed reference to international 

norms. He stated that the majority's discussion of "foreign views"106 was
"dangerous dicta,"107 

citing Justice Thomas's concurrence in the denial of

certiorari in an Eighth Amendment case, Foster v. Florida
108

-which in tum
relied on Justice Rehnquist's dissent in Atkins v. Virginia

109
-for the 

proposition that the Court "should not impose foreign moods, fads, or fashions 

on Americans."
110 

At least for this three Justice minority, who also share a

philosophy of original intent in constitutional decisionmaking, American 

jurisprudence is appropriately isolationist and insular.
111 

Recent and disturbing activities in the House of Representatives reflect the 
same isolationism. On March 11, 2004, MSNBC News reported that 

Republican House members, joined by more than fifty cosponsors, proposed a 

99 Elledge v. Florida, 525 U.S. 944, 944-45 ( I 998)(Breyer, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari).
l(JO Atkins v. Virginia, 536 U.S. 304,317 n.21 (2002). 
IOI 539 U.S. 558, 572-73 (2003). 
102 478 U.S. 186 (1986).
IOJ 45 Eur. Ct. H.R. 149 (1981).
1
°" Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 573.

10s Id. 
106 Id. a1 598 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
107 Id.
I08 537 U.S. 990, 990 n. * (2002); see Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 573 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
I09 536 U.S. 304, 324-25 (2002) (Rehnquist, CJ., dissenting); see Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 573 (Scalia, J.,

dissenting). 
110 

Lawrence, 539 U.S. at 573 (Scalia, J., dissenting). 111 A search of Humanrights.org reveals no international preceden1 for such comments. 
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I • ressing the "sense of Congress" that judicial decisions should notreso utJon exp . . 112 . . 

be based on foreign Jaws or court dec1s1ons. In an interview, Representative
Tom Feeney of Florida stated that: 

[t]his resolution advises the c�urts that it is impr�per for th_em. to
substitute foreign law for Amencan law or the Amencan Constitution
.. .. [T]to the extent they deliberately ign�re �.ongress' ad?'lonition,
they are no longer engaging in "good behavior' m the meanmg of the
Constitution and they may subiect themselves to the ultimate remedy,

.
h t 

113 
which would be 1mpeac men .

Notwithstanding such theatrics, many feel that the concepts underlying 
these universal documents-inherent human dignity, equality, freedom, and 
justice-are well worth exploring and advocating. They go beyond the purely 
economic justifications of the market that have been used to promote much of 
contemporary American social policy. 

The international human rights debate and the debate over equality and its 
limits within the United States both address the same fundamental question: 
What is the responsibility of the state in regard to guaranteeing not only the 
civil and political liberty of its citizens but also the material conditions that 
make exercise of those liberties possible? At this moment in U.S. 
jurisprudence, however, the discourses proceed on parallel tracks, with little 
intersection or dialectic engagement.114 The potential benefits for U.S. law are 
particularly compelling to those interested in seeing us develop a more 
substantive sense of equality. 

V. EQUALITY IN THE SHADOW OF AUTONOMY

The isolationist tendencies expressed in the House resolution are reflected 
in and bolstered by other forces, which also help to explain our reluctance to
expand social rights. In the United States, equality rests side by side with other
foundational concepts that set out further expectations for the citizen in regard

h 
11s to t e state. These other concepts are viewed as establishing the structure

for ordering the relationships among diverse societal institutions such as the

112 Tom Curry, A Flap o,•er Foreign Mauer at the Supreme Court: House Members Protest Vu of NonU.�.,:u�;gs m Big Cases, MSNBC, Mar. 11, 2004, at http://msnbc.msn.com/id/4506232.
114 
115 

1 e�paod upon this theme in FlNEMAl.,, supra note 6, at 263-92. See 1d. at 7-30. 
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family and the market. 116 In fact, �ese other foundational concepts have had a
profound effect on the way in which equality has been understood historically,
actually shaping the course and direction of its legal history and limiting the, . l 111 concept s potentia scope 

Paramount among these limiting values are contemporary ideas about 
individual freedom, which is reduced to the idea of autonomy, with its 
complementary components of individual independence and self
sufficiency.118 If the state obligation in regard to equality is processed and
shaped by an ideological system in which autonomy, understood as the right to 
be free from governmental intrusion and regulation, is primary, then it can 
mean little more than state neutrality. 

This suggests a second line of inquiry in which equality is placed in context 
with other societal aspirations and ideals. How do our contemporary 
aspirations for equality relate to our pursuit of other values, such as autonomy? 
How do our definitions of terms such as dependency and self-sufficiency shape 
our sense of what constitutes equality? 

In undertaking such an inquiry it is important to examine how concepts like 
autonomy are used both rhetorically and ideologically. What does a resort to 
the rhetoric of autonomy mask? Whose interests are served when it is 
invoked? Indeed, what does it mean to those who invoke it as well as to those 

. h . . . k d?l19 agamst w om 1t 1s mvo e . 

In current U.S. free market ideology, absent discrimination or some other 
distortions of the market, any regulatory action by the state designed to confer 
more than neutral process in order to help some individuals or groups is 
susceptible to being interpreted as an intrusion on the autonomy of others. 
This interpretation results regardless of how desperate and (therefore) unequal 
the circumstances of those the state is seeking to assist or how privileged and 
(therefore) unequal the position of those who seek to shield themselves with 
autonomy's mantle. As part of this rubric of individual rights, our 
entrepreneurial spirit cannot and should not be contained or restrained
freedom for the individual requires freedom from governmental regulation and 
control. This belief creates a complicated set of hurdles for reformers to 

116 See Fineman, supra note 3, at 1406. 
117 See id. at 1407. 
118 See Manha Fineman, Cracking the FoundationLII Myths: Independence, Autonomy, and Self• 

Sufficiency, 8 AM. U. J. GENDER SOC. POL'Y & L. 13, 14 (2000). 
119 I explore the answer to these questions in FINEMAN, supra note 6, at 21-22. 
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h they seek to argue that there is a need for governmental actionovercome w en . . . . 
d · 'ty and to equalize extstmg unequal cond1t1ons. to reme y rnequ1 

The roblem with substantive equality in this worldview is that it would 

• t
p
he provision of basic social goods through some system of affirmativerequire 

I f . I ll b . 
action in order to ensure some base-line !eve . o matena we - emg before any
free market competition begins. In _the -�mted States, how�ver, a�y type of
state redistribution effort is deemed 1lleg1t1mate by many as mcons1stent with
eighteenth century liberal theory-among the most . revere� f?�ndational
concepts of our society. In this country

.' 
we �onceptua�1�e the_ md1v1dual as a 

rights holder, separate from, but potentially m compettt1on with, other rights 
holders within a neutral state. Rights holders are autonomous human beings, 
protected in their individuality from encroachment by others. Our particular 
constitutional ordering also implies that freedom from external rules and 
regulations generated by the government is inherent in individual autonomy. 
Autonomy is synonymous with a concept of self-governance and is 
characterized by self-sufficiency and independence-individual iualities that
are seen as prerequisites for individual freedom of will and action.1 0 

Notions of individual autonomy have been powerfully employed in shaping 
policy. In recent years, the myth of individual autonomy has been spun out in 
very individualistic terms by those invoking such terms as "independence" and
"self-sufficiency" to describe the ideal citizen.121 Independence and self
sufficiency are terms that refer to characteristics that are perceived as both 
attainable and complementary in our political and civic discourse . 

In a very simplistic and severely limiting sense, individual autonomy in 
contemporary America is Linked to economic measures. Independence and 
self-sufficiency are characteristics of an idealized economic status. Attainment
of that economic status, in turn, is a necessary precondition for the conferral or
recognition of any other type of independence or autonomy by the system.
Only when we are economically self-reliant can we be considered independent.
Because we are able to supply the economic resources necessary to meet our
�eed�,' we are sel�-sufficient. In this way, independence and self-sufficiency
buy for us the nght to self-governance and "control" over will and actions.They earn us our autonomy. 

120 Id. at 20. 
121 

Id. al 22. 
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YI. EQUALITY, AUTONOMY, AND MEANING 

Foundational ideals such as equality and autonomy are in fact 
abstractions-terms with no independent meaning that can be understood in 
conflicting and incompatible ways. They can also be understood as 
symbiotically related, with one necessarily enhancing the attainment of the 
other. Partly, the scope and nature of these terms shape the task that the 
government has set itself in implementing them. For example, in setting out its 
notions of equality, South Africa had to address problems associated with its 
legacy of apartheid. Northern Ireland also has a history of occupation and 
exploitation with which to contend, although its national trauma was based on 
religion. 

Autonomy assumes independence and the rssibility of choice-that
nondiscriminatory access to opportunities exists. 12 But it is not clear exactly 
what might be tolerated in the way of regulatory effort and actio� to make 
access to opportunity "real," to say nothing of making it "equal." For example, 
a desire to equalize opportunity can be used to justify the institutional creation 
of an affirmative action program to provide meaningful access for members of 
historically excluded groups. 123 At the same time, such programs serve as a 
rallying point for opponents of affirmative action who view them as giving 

124 some an unequal advantage. 

Supporters of affirmative action would argue for context-that individual 
autonomy is frustrated, and the whole ideal of equality twisted, if existing 
systems of privilege and power are such that some are disadvantaged and thus 
unable to compete on equal footing with those who have not been historically 
subjugated. In contrast, those resisting affirmative action would argue from a 
more formalistic position-that "special" treatment is not justified. For these 
individuals, governmental assistance or support compromises the autonomy 
and options of others and therefore is a perversion of the principles of equality 
and autonomy. Government intrusion also undermines the worthy �oals of
independence and self-sufficiency and signals the end of meritocracy. 12 

122 Id. at 26. 
123 Id. 
124 Id. 
125 Id. All of this, of course, roughly traces the recent debate over affirmative action at the university and 

law school levels. Compare Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244 (2003), with Gruner v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 

(2003). 
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L.k • one may assert that a modern marriage is best understood as a1 ew1se, . . .d 1 " • 126 
h. • which two autonomous md1v1 ua s 1orm a union. It followspartners 1p m 

that in such an arrangement both parties (or partners) should be treated equally
if the marriage should end in divo�ce. However, there are many different
interpretations of equal treatment m such contexts as well as plausible,
different understandings of autonomy. One could argue that equal treatment

ans the family assets should be divided in half, and that there should be nome . 121 
ongoing entitlement to the future wages of the pnmary wage earner -this
division would constitute a version of equal treatment at the moment of
divorce. On the other hand, particularly if there are children, one could argue
that the assets should be divided so that the party who is  assuming caretaking
responsibilities, usually the mothe;ils able to maintain a living standard nearly
equal to that of the other spouse. Under this theory, one could argue that 
periodic payments should continue for a substantial period of time to 
supplement the reduced amount the caretaker will be able to provide in
working for pay.129 It could be said that this would be the only way to treat the
caretaker-child unit equally and to ensure their future autonomy. 

Both approaches to this problem would be based on the principle of 
equality and a desire for autonomy; however, the focuses of the approaches are 
different. Husband and wife in this situation have conflicting and incompatible 
equality and autonomy interests. Achieving equality and the material 
conditions necessary for autonomy for caretaker and child comes at the 
expense of equal treatment of the noncaretaker and entails some compromise 
of his autonomous ability to decide the nature and extent of his obligations. 
Depending on which perspective is adopted, there would be very different 
divisions of marital assets and imposition of ongoing financial responsibility
after divorce. 130 

A. Rethinking Autonomy

The very terms of autonomy, as exemplified by economic independence
'.111d � det�ched notion of self-sufficiency, might well be redefined or re
imagined m the public mind. Independence is not the same as being
unattached. Independence from subsidy and support is not attainable, nor is it

126 FlNEMAN, supra note 6 at 26 127 ' · 
Id. 

128 
Id. at 26-27. 

129 Id. at 27. 
130 Id. 
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desirable; we want and need the webs of economic and social relationships that 

sustain us. Thus, a different understanding of autonomy and what it entails is 

needed. It is not beyond our current ability to imagine a new concept of 

autonomy, one that recognizes that the individual lives within a variety of 

contexts and is dependent upon them. 

There are important debates that must occur in political and policy circles 
about the interrelationship between autonomy and equality. Specifically, we 

should not define our aspiration for equality in the shadow of autonomy. 
Rather, we must begin to think of autonomy as possible only in conjunction 
with the meaningful and widespread attainment of equality. For example, 
some degree of equalization of resources, so that there is a floor below which 
no citizen shall fall, would seem to be a prerequisite for the achievement of 
autonomy. Autonomy is only possible when one is in a position to be able to 
share in society's benefits and burdens. And sharing in benefits and burdens 
can only occur when individuals have the basic resources that enable them to 
act in ways that are consistent with the tasks and expectations imposed upon 

them by the society in which they live. 

The expectation that one should achieve this form of autonomy-autonomy 
supported by a societal commitment to the provision of basic social needs
should be every citizen's birthright. Autonomy in this sense concedes that all 
individuals have an inherent dependence on society. While some, having 
benefited from history and circumstances, may have the current means and 
methods that make it fair to expect them to achieve autonomy, others have 
been disadvantaged and are thus deserving of some compensatory or 
supplementary societal support. 

In addition, this form of autonomy concedes that the concept only has 

meaning in situations in which individual choices are not made impossible or 
constrained by inequalities, particularly those inequalities that arise from 
poverty. The goal of autonomy must be supported through an understanding of 
collective responsibility for basic needs. 

In a paradigm that privileges an uncomplicated notion of autonomy, 
. 

d . 1· . 131 Aequality is inevitably also presented m a narrow an s1mp 1st1c manner. 

simplistic autonomy discourse increasingly dominates American politics. 
Affirmative action attempts by the state to guarantee equality in more than a 

formal, procedural sense are considered suspect; some regard this as special 

131 
Id. at 273. 
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th Very opposite of state neutrality that the autonomy-driventreatment, e 
th · · · . f ali·ty is deemed to demand. But e circumstances of privilegedvers10n o equ . . . 

members of society are not deemed special m the s_ame way. It 1s only explicit
tal attempts to assist those who are disadvantaged that are to begovernmen 

prohibited. The Jaws and structures that perpetuate wealth and pnvilege are
not considered special treatment even though they benefit only those with
special status and economic standing. 

The situation in which the state ignores everyone's needs equally should no 
longer be tolerated. Some r?bu_st_ version of substan_tive equality is essenti�l in
a society that imposes on md1v1duals an expectat10n that they can attam a 
degree of self-sufficiency as adults._ In o'.de'. . to even�ually develop
competency to the fullest extent possible, an md1v1dual durmg her or his 
formative stages of life must have access to basic material and social resources. 
The assurance of some fundamental level of economic security guaranteed to 
all caretaking units in which such individuals are nurtured would be 
foundational in this regard. The state must subsidize caretaking just as it does 
other socially productive labor. It is the articulation of this aspiration for 
substantive equality that is the first step in building a politics to demand it. 

B. Posing the Philosophy for an Active Stare

While it would seem obvious to most citizens of other Western countries
that the state would be implicated in any discussion of possible solutions to the 
problem of inequality in society, many progressive Americans are almost as 
suspicious of governmental action as their conservative counterparts. 132 

Perhaps this is why the political will to expand states' regulatory 
responsibilities has lagged over the past decades, even as recognition of
persistent inequality has grown and notions about justice have evolved. 133 

The state is viewed with much more suspicion in the United States than it is
in other Western democracies, and arguments about giving it a more active role
are bound to be greeted with scrutiny and skepticism.134 Contemporary legal
and policy discussions, which are part of the process whereby the state is
altered, are overwhelmingly concerned with limiting and restricting the state,
Pa_rticularl� in regard to the economic areas of policymaking. Those who
reJect the idea that the government has a basic and explicit role in monitoring

112 
Id. a1269.

133 Id. 
IJ.I Id. 
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and mediating change vigorously resist a more regulatory response to market 
developments. 135 

In regard to the market, the state increasingly is either cast in 
the role of cheerleader or urged to facilitate-not regulate-economic 

136 
arenas. 

In the United States, such arguments have culminated in a philosophy 
espoused widely from the center to the right of the political spectrum-by 
business leaders, politicians, and policymakers who urge an increase in the 

sphere of influence and power of the market and a weakening of the power of 

the federal government.
137 

Their shared vision is of a minimalist national 
sphere, ideally accomplished through the privatization of functions previously 
performed by the government. 138 

When government is necessary, the ideal 
route is through the devolution of responsibility to the smallest, most local 

units.
139 

This desired withdrawal of federal regulation and responsibility is urged 
even though the history of the United States shows that local rule on some 
issues cannot be effective and sometimes results in discrimination and 
concession to local passion and prejudice. Such withdrawal is urged even 
though it is clear that there has always been a struggle to get businesses to 

accept progressive labor practices. Deregulation is urged even though the 
market has shirked responsibility for the provision of social goods-such as 
health insurance, family and medical leave, daycare, or a minimum family 

140 
wage-unless "encouraged" to do so by the state. 

To abandon progressive aspirations for the state, given this history of the 
market's failure to make progressive adjustments without coercion, is to 

abandon all hope for progressive change. The national government is the only 

organization with the potential to impose such measures. At a minimum, the 
state must strive to eliminate major disparities that result from unequal social 
relations and economic exploitation. A strong and vital state is necessary to 
even begin to undertake, let alone accomplish, that task. 

Instead of fighting for the shrinking and weakening of the national 

government, progressives should be focusing on articulating appropriate 

135 
Id. at 269-70. 

136 See generally Homepage of the Libertarian Party, at http://www.lp.org (last visited Feb. 11, 2005). 
137 FINEMAN, Sll/JTQ note 6, at 270. 
138 

Id. 
139 Id. 
140 

Id. 
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. . • the state to pursue. Defining the norms and aspirations thatobJecuves 1or . . 
Id lement or in some cases, replace the 1mpovenshed concepts�hou supp 
'd d b conornic theory would be the place to start. There must be aprov1 e y e  . . 

h • the discourse of politics-one that will stimulate the creation of anc ange m . . . 
alternative paradigm with which to compete for the pnze of_ state pol'.cy. The
new direction will displace the monopoly of free market imagery m which
there is no collective responsibility, but only an exaggerated sense of
individual autonomy. 

c. Articulating the Connection Between Autonomy and Equality

The creation of an alternative paradigm of state regulation and
responsibility is necessary to counter the nonregulatory philosophy of the 
current manifestation of American free market capitalism. A new paradigm 
would present an alternative to the forces currently driving our politics by 
explicitly building upon the premise that there is a fundamental connection 
between autonomy-an individual's ability to make choices in her or his life
and equality, which demands that the state exercise some responsibility to 
ensure that each individual has the necessary resources to aJJow choices to be 
made and to be meaningful. In this paradigm the state is not a default, and 
therefore stigmatized, port of last resort, but rather an active partner in helping 
the individual realize her or his capabilities to the fullest extent. In this vision, 
the equal opportunity guaranteed by the state would also be an individualized 
one-it would bear some relationship to a person's situation and reflect her or 
his circumstances. 

D. Historical Roots for a More Substantive Equality

One task for scholars and others interested in resurrecting the foundation
for a more equitable America is the excavation and dissemination of 
progressive history. This is necessary in order to counter the asserted 
inevitability of today's narrow and restricted political will. 

Constructing such histories is beyond the scope of this Article, but a few
examp�es are warranted. One rich source are the aspirations set forth in
Franklm D. Roosevelt's Second Inaugural Address, delivered on January 20,
!937, which touch on the objectives of the New DeaJ.141 Several excerpts

141 Frank!i D R 
law bl al 

n ·
. 

oos

_
evclt, Second Inaugural Address (Jan. 20, 1937). a\'ailab/e ar hup://www.yalc.edu/we av on/pres1den/maug/froos2.hun. 
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should resonate with those disturbed by the direction of today's political 
climate. For example, on economic forces Roosevelt stated, 

[W]e recognize� a deeper need-the need to find through
government the mstrument of our united purpose to solve for the
individual the ever-rising problems of a complex civilization .... To 
do this we knew we must find wactical controls over blind economic
forces and blindly selfish men. 42 

In a utopian vein, he continued, 

We have always known that heedless self-interest was bad morals; 
we know now that it is bad economics. Out of the collapse of 
prosperity whose builders boasted their practicality has come the 
conviction that in the long run economic morality pays. We are 
beginning to wipe out the line that divides the practical from the 
ideal; and in so doing we are fashioning an instrument of unimagined 
power for the establishment of a morally better world. 143 

Further, it was clear that the government had a vital role to play: 

I see a United States which can demonstrate that, under democratic 
methods of government, national wealth can be translated into a 
spreading volume of human comforts hitherto unknown, and the 
lowest standard of living can be raised far above the level of mere 
subsistence. 144 

The appropriate means to measure progress were also clear: "The test of our 
progress is not whether we add more to the abundance of those who have 
much; it is whether we provide enough for those who have too little." 145 

Progressive history is not only to be found in Democratic administrations, 
nor do we have to retreat to the 1930s to discover it. For example, the 1970s 
and 1980s marked an increase in workers' benefits. This increase was 
generated under the guidance of a Republican president. Professor Martha T. 
McCluskey describes the development of the Occupational Safety and Health 
Act of 1970, which highlighted '"serious questions about the fairness and 
adequacy of present workmen's compensation laws in light of economic, 

142 
Id. al para. 2. 

143 
Id. at para. 11. 

144 
Id. at para. 22. 

145 
Id. at para. 29. 
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. 1 d t chnological changes."146 A bipartisan National Commission med1ca , an e 
· · fi d' 

' 
. d b President Nixon, was unarumous m m mg that contemporaryappomte Y d . · bl ,, 141 A . 

t U·on was both "inadequate an meqmta e. ccordmg to state pro ec . . Cl k as a result of this exammat10n, over the next decade the majorityMc us ey, . . & 148 

f Cted legislation that liberalized benefits 1or workers. o states ena 

Professor Sonya Michel traces th<: movement ��9 
bring social welfare

benefits to poor families that began in the 1960s. S�e notes that the
discourse employed at that time "open[ed] the way for a maJor shift in public
policy toward low-income wome�."15

,
0 Over �� _course of the 1970s and

1980s this conversation about society s respons1b1lity to mothers entered the
public' policy debates regarding the progressive expansion of childcare
benefits. Such a discussion is background for the arguments made in this
Article, which also expands on T.H. Marshall's notion of citizenship by 
arguing that childcare allowances and other forms of compensation and 
accommodation are necessary social goods that must be provided to
caretakers. 151 

E. State Constitutions-The Common Benefits Clause and Other Radical

Egalitarian Ideas

ln 1999, in Baker v. State, the Supreme Court of Vermont held that under
the Common Benefits Clause of the Vermont Constitution, same-sex couples 
were entitled to receive the legal benefits and protections that were afforded to
married couples of opposite sexes.152 Its rationale derived not from arguments

146 Manha T. McCluskey. 77ze Illusion of Efficiency in Workers· Compensation "Reform". 50 RlITGERS L. 
REV. 657. 68 3 (1998) (quoting 29 U.S.C. §§ 651-7 8 (1994)) . 

141 
Id. 

148 McCluskey notes that "average state compliance increased from a level of 6.8 out of the nineteen 
'essential recommendations' in 197 2 to an average of 12.1 in 1982. when the national trend toward expansion
appeared lo level off substantially short of the recommended goals ." Id. al 684. During this same period, 
wrnes McCluskey. "benefits and coverage in many states expanded as a resuh of changes in admirustrative and 
judicial interpre1a1ions of statutes." Id. The changes in aspirations for the slate that occurred during the 
Reagan era meant lha1 in lhe 1990s employers' cries that the expansion of benefits was a "crisis " feU on fertile 
ears. From 198 910 1997, s1a1es heeded the demands of employers and insurers, rather than labor groups and 
other represematives of injured workers, and enacted legislauon that substantially limited worker's 

�ompensation. Id. a1 704--05. McCluskey describes the justification for this revamping as reducing costs for 
insurers. Ste id. al 700. 

149 
Sonya Michel. A Tale of Two Stotts: Race, Gender. and PublidPril'are \Ve/fare Provision i11 Postwar 

America. 9 Y ALEJ.L. & FEMINISM 123 (199?).150 
Id. a1127. 

ISi 

152 
1 put forth earlier versions of these arguments in FINEMAN, supra note 6, at 263-92.
7 44 A.2d 864,867 (Vt 1999).
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of fonnal equality under the Equal Protection Clause of the United States 
Constitution but from a more expansive and earlier notion of equality derived 
from the experience of colonial America. 

The Vermont Constitutional Clause predated the Fourteenth Amendment 
and is not based on a concept of discrimination. Nor is it focused on protection 
for a specific category of persons. The Common Benefits Clause states, in 
part, "[t]hat government is, or ought to be, instituted for the common benefit, 
protection, and security of the people, nation, or community, and not for the 
particular emolument or advantage of any single �rson, family, or set of
persons, who are a part only of that community .... " 53 

The court distinguished federal jurisprudence from its interpretation of 
Vermont's Common Benefits Clause as a matter of ends from means. It noted 
that federal courts had been "broadly deferential to the legislative prerogative 
to define and advance governmental ends, while vigorously ensuring that the 
means chosen bear a just and reasonable relation to the governmental 
objective." 154 On the other hand, the court suggested that underpinning the 
Common Benefits Clause was the notion that "the law uniformly afforded 
every Vermonter its benefit, protection, and security so that social and political 
preeminence would reflect differences of caracity, disposition, and virtue,
rather than governmental favor and privilege." 1 5 

Consistent with the approach of the Vennont Supreme Court is a small but 
growing body of state constitutional jurisprudence that approaches equality 
using state provisions like the Common Benefits Clause, opening up the 
promise of a more radical and substantive notion of equality than seems 
possible under the United States Constitution. This jurisprudence is in line 
with what some legal scholars call the "new judicial federalism," 156 and it 
seems to mark a path in which substantive equality norms-or more radical 

153 VT. CONST. ch. 1, art 7. 
154 Baker, 744 A.2d at 871. The majority continued, noting that the Clause prohibits '"not the denial of 

rights to the oppressed, but rather the conferral of advantages or emoluments upon the privileged." Id. at 874. 
Further, in the majority's view, the Common Benefits Clause, "al its core ... expressed a vision of government 
that afforded every Vern1onter its benefit and protection and provided no Vermonter particular advantage." Id. 

at 875. 
155 

Id. at 876-77. 
156 For a background on new judicial federalism, see Roben F. Williams, Foreword: woking Back ar r/ie 

New Judicial Federalism's First Generarion, 30 VAL. U. L. REV . .itiii (1996). See also G. Alan Tarr. The New 

Judicial Federalism in Perspective. 72 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 1097 (1997). 
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· h · 1s1 • • •ct of equality-may emerge m t e upcorrung years. I amegahtanan I eas . " th . d 1 ·n "new J·urucial federabsm as a movement an as an overallmtereste ess 1 . . 

h · , r deli·vering more substantive forms of equality. 
mec amsm 10 

New judicial federali�m may _be defined as "the renewed r�lia�ce by_ state
courts on state constitutions as mdependent �ource� o� �onst1t_Ut1o�al nghts,
ft ·th the aim of extending greater protection to individual hbertJ.es than iso en w1 . . ,,1ss 

·iable under current interpretations of the federal constJtuuon. A quarteravai • · · 1 century ago, Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., called new JUd1cia federalism "an
important and highly significant development . fo� our �onstitutional
jurisprudence."159 Cases like Baker mark the actuahzat1on of this theoretical
movement. 160 Many state constitutional scholars have found an expansion of 
rights in states that contain provisions analogous to Vermont's Common 
Benefits Clause. 

A handful of states contain provisions granting affirmative rights, distinctly 
departing from the U.S. Constitution's "negative" rights model. For instance, 
the preamble to Pennsylvania's Constitution states: "it is our . . .  duty to 
establish such original principles of government as will best promote the 
general happiness of the people of this State . . . and provide for future 
improvements, without partiality for, or prejudice against any particular class, 

d . . f h ,,161 sect, or enommatlon o men w atever .... 

157 Robert F. Williams, Foreword: n,e lmponance of an Independent Stare Constiturwnal Equality 
Docmne in School Finance Cases and Beyond, 24 COI\N. L. REV. 675, 6%-97 (1992) ("The federal Equal 
Protection Clause has been applied almosl exclusively as a 'negauve' righi, and has not been extended to 
111dude pos111ve 'distributional implications.' Many of 1he pressing issues that will be brought to state courts 
in the future . . will involl'e asserted posilive rights.") (in1emal citations omnted). 111 Mary Cornelia Porter & G. Alan Tarr, Tire New Judicial Federalism and tire Ohio Supreme Coun: 
Anawmy of a Failure. 45 OHIO ST. L.J. 143, 143 (1984) (internal citations omitted). 159 William J. Brennan, Jr., Sratt Constitutions and tire Protection of Jndi�idual Rig/us, 90 HARV. L. REV.
489,495 (1977). 

160 G. Alan Tarr suggests, "Paradoxically ... the ac1ivism of the Warren Coun, which has often been 
portrayed as detrimental to federalism. was a necessary condition for the emergence of vigorous state 
invfJ;·ement in protecting civil liberties." Tarr, supra note 156. at 1111. PA. CONST. pmbl. (1776), reprimed in 8 SOURCES AND DOC'l,ME.NTS OF UNITED STATES 
CONSTITLTIO'IS 278 (William F. Swindler ed., Isl ed. 1973-1979) !hereinafter SOL'RCES AND Doc:UMENTS]; 
SU ,ilso CAL. co�sT. art. I,§ 11 (1849), reprinted in I SOLRCES AlsD DOCL.\fE.NTS, supra, at 448 ("All laws of
8 general nalure shall have a uniform operauon."); IOWA CONST. art. I,§ 6 (1846), reprinted in 3 SOURCESAND Docnmrrs , supra, at 435 ("All laws of a general nature shall have a uniform operauon ... • "); MASSACHUSETTS BODY OF LIBERTIES an. 2 (Mass. 1641 ). reprinted 111 5 SOLRCE.S AlsD DocLMENTS, supra, at 47 ("El'ery pe�on within this jurisdiction, whether inhabitant or foreigner, shall enjoy the same JUStice and la11., th31,'.5 general for the Plantation. which we constitute and execute one towards another, without partiality 
?'delay._); N.H. CONST. pl. I, art. XXXV ( 1784), reprimed in 6 SOURCES A.'\D DocU\1E:'<TS, supra, al 347 ("It is essen11al to the presecvat"ion of th · h f · · • th I e ng ts o every md1v1dual, hJS life, liberry, propeny and character, a 
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The majority in Baker seems to expand the potential numbers of persons 
whose interests may be protected under the Common Benefits Clause beyond 
those identified with groups protected in the jurisprudence of the U.S. Supreme 
Court. As the Vermont court noted, "the plaintiffs are afforded the common 
benefits and protections of Article 7, not because they are fiart of a 'suspect
class,' but because they are part of the Vermont community." 62 This approach 
led the court to "police a political process whose product fr�uently
discriminates between citizens in respect to benefits and privileges." 16 This 
application of equality moves us in the direction of examining outcomes, not 
just treatment. 

Some scholars see this rubric, which is akin to a more radical egalitarian 
perspective, as appropriate only for state high courts. Robert F. Williams 
comments: 

Obviously, the Common Benefits Clause of the Vennont state 
constitution reads very differently from the federal Equal Protection 
Clause and has very different origins. This should not be surprising 
because the state and federal governments constitute very different 
polities with very different governmental functions. The federal 
government exercises limited, delegated powers in contrast to the 
states' plenary, residual authority. No one would have expected the 
federal Constitution to provide �ny sort of guarantee about the 
"benefit, protection, and security of the people." Historically, that 

f . f IM was a unction o state government. 

Yet, as the reference to the development in the states in Lawrence v. Texas has 
shown, state conceptions and understandings may pull federal decisionmak.ing 
forward. Therefore, I find it promising that we have recently seen state courts 
developing a more robust conception of equality in some cases. 

there be an impartial interpretation of the laws, and administration of justice."); OHIO CONST. art. VIII, § 1 4  

( 180 2), reprinted in 7 SOURCES AND DOCUMENTS, supra, a t  554 ("All penalties shall be  proportioned to the 

nature of the offence."); OR. CONST. art. I, § 33 (1857), reprillled in 8 SOURCES AND DocUMENTS. supra, at 
206 ("[AJII taxation shall be equal and uniform."): TENN. CONST. art. I,§ 2 (1834). reprillled in 9 SOURCES 

AND DOCUMENTS, supra, at 1 52 ("[G]overnment [is] instituted for the common benefit .... "). Some of these 
quotes have been adapted from old English. This research is qu01ed from John Marquez Lundin, 77,e I.Aw of 

Equality Before Equality Was I.Aw, 49 SYRACUSE L. REV. 1 137, 1157 n.7 7. 
162 Baker v. State, 7 4 4  A.2d 864,878 n.10 (Vt. 1999). 
163 Lawrence Friedman & Charles H. Baron, Baker v. State and the Promise of the New Judicial 

Federalism, 43 B.C. L. REV. 1 2 5, 152 (200 1). 
164 Robert F. Williams, Old Constit111ions and New Issues: National Lessons from Vermo111's State 

Cons1it11tio11al Case on Marriage of Same-Sex Couples, 43 B.C. L. REV. 73, 87 (2001) (internal citations 

Omitted). 
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Of when one examines some issues through the lenses of the fifty course, . 
. sometimes seem that they collect1vely ta.Ice one step backward forstates, 1t may . 

& rward In the 2004 election, for example, eleven states voted toevery two ,o · 

d their constitutions to define marnage as between members of oppositeamen · d 165 On the other hand, several states seem poise to expand the rightssexes. 
b th . 

. 
d benefits given to such couples. There are o mmonty protection andan
a·oritarian components to state constitutional equality doctrines on both state 

:J federal levels. Much work in excavating equality principles f rom their

more radical colonial past needs to be done, but it is clear that substantive
equality is not only a "foreign" concept. It is home-grown and as American as
our war for Independence. Its history contains the possibility for a more
expansive contemporary understanding of equality that can reverberate
throughout the United States as a whole. 

CONCLUSION: THE POLITICS OF SUBSTANTIVE EQUALITY 

There are several important questions to ask both our politicians and 
ourselves as we seek to refine and further define an otherwise abstract 
commitment to substantive equality with which to replace our current formal 

version. As with many concepts of historic magnitude, some of the most 
significant questions to pose about equality have to do with how we should 
respond to evolutions in understanding and changes in aspiration for the term: 

ls a mere commitment to formal equality sufficient for a humane and modem 
state? How should the state respond to the fact that our society is increasingly 
one in which a privileged few command more resources than the struggling 
many, and individuals are born into and continue to experience disparities in 
well being that are built upon existing inequitable distributions of society's 
resources? 

In the United States today, some live in real poverty and deprivation, while 
a few have more wealth than they could spend in ten lifetimes. Of course, 
there is also the vast majority, who view themselves as "middle class." These 
Americans have homes, automobiles, and even small stock portfolios. Most of 
them, nonetheless, live in a state of insecurity. Given the way things are 
organized in our system of privatized and individualized responsibility, they 

165 Those . l d states me u ed Arkansas. Georgia, Kentucky. Michigan, Missi%ippi. Montana, North Dakota. Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, and Utah. Su Elizabelh Mehren, Election 2004. The Nat,on; Gay Unions; 1 I 
Stotts Back 8a11S on Ga U · . G · . 

A2 I All a . . Y mo11S, eorg,a, Ohio Bar Panner Benefits. L.A. 1)\1f.S, Nov 3, 2004. at • pproved anu-same-sex marriage amendments by double-digit margins. /d.
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are only a few paychecks, a catastrophic illness, or a divorce away from 

economic disintegration and despair. 

The insecurity and unfairness generated in the current political and 
economic organization of this society suggest that we should fashion a sense of 
equality that is more concerned with ultimate outcomes. In such a society, a 
more substantive notion of equality would warrant that the rewards that it and 

its resources produce are more equitably distributed among its members. This 

would be a society with some basic guarantees of social goods-a society that 

would not tolerate any person left behind-left without adequate resources to 
allow them and their children to succeed to the fullest extent possible. 

Marshall's vision can form the foundation for an argument that the state 

must provide the "rights of autonomous citizenship" in order for Americans 
actually to effectively exercise their civil and political rights. Without the 

autonomy provided by basic social goods, the rights of citizenship are merely 

formal, not substantive. 

While it is possible to appreciate Marshall's notions of citizenship, the 
current politics in the United States are such that substantive equality 

arguments are likely to be banished to the realm of utopian visions. Absent 

some vigorous democratic movement for change based on outrage stemming 
from the badly skewed and unequal distribution of material, political, and 

social goods, those who control the American state are not likely to do more 
than continue in their current role as reactive facilitator of the market and its 

institutions. 
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